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FINITELY GENERIC ABELIAN LATTICE-ORDERED GROUPS

BY

DAN SARACINO AND CAROL WOOD

Abstract. The authors characterize the finitely generic abelian lattice-ordered

groups and make application of this characterization to specific examples.

A key goal in Abraham Robinson's development of model-theoretic forcing was to

explicate the notion of algebraically closed, even when the appropriate classes may

not be first-order axiomatizable. Interesting links sometimes appear between purely

algebraic properties and model-theoretic properties such as existentially closed (ex.)

and finitely generic. In this spirit we consider the characterization of finitely generic

abelian /-groups, as well as the model-theoretic properties of certain ex. abelian

/-groups.

The model theory of abehan lattice-ordered (/-) groups was developed by Glass

and Pierce in [G-P] and [G-P2]. They showed that every finitely generic structure is

hyperarchimedean, and that the group C(X,R) is existentially closed. They also

stated several problems, including:

(i) Distinguish the finitely generic models among the hyperarchimedean ex. ones

[G-P, p. 263]._
(ii) Show C( X, R) is finitely generic [G-P2, p. 146].

(iii) Give an example of a finitely generic ex. group not representable as a group

of real-valued functions with finite range. (Note that an incorrect reading of 14.1.7

of [B-K-W] led to an incorrect statement of this on p. 269 of [G-P].)

(iv) Give an example of an archimedean ex. model which is not hyperarchimedean

[G-P, p. 263].
In the present paper we solve (i)-(iii); an example for (iv) appears in a separate

note [S-W].

For (i) we first show that 6 = C(X,Q) is the unique prime ex. model, and hence

that 6 is finitely generic. We next employ the representation of hyperarchimedean

/-groups in [B-K-W], together with a fixed embedding of 6 into a suitable hyperar-

chimedean group, to show that any hyperarchimedean ex. model is finitely generic.

In fact, the finitely generic models are axiomatizable among the ex. models. As a

consequence, we have that C(X, A) is finitely generic for any divisible subgroup A

of the additive reals; (ii) is a special case of this, for A = R. It follows also that there

are 2*° countable nonisomorphic finitely generic abelian /-groups.
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From the axioms for finitely generic models among ex. models we show that any

hyperarchimedean group can be extended to a finitely generic one, which settles (iii).

In addition, we give a specific construction of a group for (iii) which is Q-generated

over 6 by two elements.

We thank Andrew Glass, Tony Hager, and Jim Madden for kindly helping us

learn the basics of abelian /-groups.

0. Preliminaries.

0.1. l-groups. The language L for abelian lattice ordered (/-) groups is chosen here

with one constant "0" (zero), one unary function "—" (minus), and three binary

functions " +" (addition), " A" (meet) and " V" (join). Note that x < v is not a

formula of L, but is definable, for example, from A via x A y = x. (Warning: the

symbols A and V play dual roles here, as meet/and and join/or, with context the

only clue.) An atomic formula of L can be written as r(x) — 0 where t is a term

built up from 0 and variablesx = xx,...,xn using —, +, A and V. For an /-group (Î

we denote the positive cone by 6?+ = {a E &\a> 0}. A positive element of 6E is thus

a nonzero element of 6B+ .

Definitions. Let & be an abelian /-group. We say & is existentially closed (ex.)

provided for any a E &, any finite set of atomic and negated atomic formulae

tx(x, a) = 0,...,tb(Jc, a) = 0, rn+x(x, a) j= 0,. ..,rm(x, a) J= 0 has a solution ioxxin

â whenever it has a solution in some abelian /-group containing 6E.

â is archimedean provided for any a,bE& with a > 0 there is an integer n such

that na 4 b. Further, 6? is hyperarchimedean provided all homomorphic images of &

axe archimedean; equivalently, provided every proper prime subgroup of 6E is

maximal.

The divisible hull of 6? is the unique divisible /-group containing & and generated as

a module over the rationals by IS-.

Remark. Recall that multiplication by a positive integer produces an automor-

phism of any divisible abelian /-group. Thus, in dealing with divisible groups, we

often allow rational coefficients in purported atomic F-formulae, since any such

"formula" has an honest equivalent in L.

0.2. Totally ordered groups. The theory of divisible totally-ordered abelian groups,

for convenience taken here in L, admits elimination of quantifiers. Two models of

this theory are of special interest here: the reals (R) and the rationals (Q). In §3 we

use the following property of the embedding of Q in R as F-structures.

Rectangle Lemma. Let <p be a formula of L, /■,,... ,rt E R+ such that {rx,. ..,rt} is

linearly independent over Q, and R 1= (p(rx,. ..,r,). Then there exist rationals q2x,

q2¿,---,qti\, qt¿ such that rxqJX <rj<rxqJ2 for 2<j^t, and such that for all

sx,...,s, E R with sx > 0 and with sxqjX < Sj < sxqj2 for 2 <j *£ t, it follows that

R 1= (p(sx,...,s,).

Proof. Let /•,,...,/•„ <p be as in the hypothesis with R 1= <¡>(rx,...,/•,). Without loss

of generality we consider only the situation when rx = 1 and, moreover, find

conditions only for s, = 1, since multiplication by a positive real determines an
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automorphism of R. By quantifier-elimination we have that (p is equivalent to a

formula in disjunctive normal form, some disjunct—say 6—of which holds at

1, r2,...,rt. (Here 6 is a conjunction of atomic and negated atomic formulae.) It is

now convenient to rewrite 6 without meets and joins, and so we choose q'j ,, q'j2 so

that q'j x < rj < q'j2, 2 <j < /, and so that for all s2,...,s, satisfying q'jX < Sj < q'j2,

2 <_/ < t, the ordering of all terms occurring in 6 is the same for s2,... ,st as it is for

r2,...,rr Next we replace terms of the form t, A t2 and t, V t2 by the appropriate

term r, according to the ordering at l,r2,...,rr The resulting formula 0' is a

conjunction of inequalities of the form t(1, y2,... ,y,) =/= 0, since all equations must

be trivial by the independence of I, r2,...,rr Now these inequalities hold on an open

subset of R' ', hence there exist qjX, qJ2 with q'jX < qjX < qja^ Qj,2 such that

t(1,s2,...,s,)¥=0 for s2,...,s, satisfying qj,x<s2<qj2, 2 <j < /. Thus R N

0(1, s2,.. .,st) for such s2,.. .,s„ and soR f <p(l, s2,.. .,st) as well.

1. The smallest finitely generic structure. Throughout this paper let X = Úneü¡Ar„

be a disjoint union of countably many Cantor sets, let Q be the additive rationals

with discrete topology, and let & = C(X,Q) be the /-group of all continuous

functions from X to Q with compact support. (Here the group operation is pointwise

addition, and sups and infs are pointwise maxima and minima.) Note that G is

countable, abelian, and that each element of G has finite range: see [G-P] for further

details. For c E G we denote the support of c by supp(c) = {x E X | c(x) ■=£■ 0}. The

goal of this section is to show that G is the unique prime ex. abelian /-group, hence is

finitely generic. To do this we make use of the very pleasant nature of the structure

oiG.

Lemma 1.1. Given X = Yx Ù ■ ■ ■ Ù Y„ Ú Y= Y[ Ù ■ ■ ■ (jY'n(j Y', where each Y„

Y[ is nonempty compact open, then there is a homeomorphism from X into itself sending

7, onto Y¡.

Proof. Each Y¡ and YJ is a Cantor set, and Y and Y' axe countable unions of

Cantor sets.

Lemma 1.2. Let s„... ,sn, s'x,... ,s'n E G+ , all nonzero, such that s, A j. = s¡ A s'

= 0 for all i ¥=j. Then there is an automorphism o of G such that o(s¡) = s'„

i = 1,...,«.

Proof. Let Y¡ = supp(í,), YJ = supp(s,'). Then each Y„ YJ is nonempty compact

open, and Yif\Yj= YJ n YJ = 0 for / ¥=j. This gives by 1.1 a homeomorphism h

of X mapping Y, onto YJ. For c EG define o(c) as follows:

c(h~x(x)) ■ s¡(x)/sl(h-x(x)),    x E supps,',

n

c(h~x(x)), x & U suppi,'.
r=1

o(c)(x)= -

Then o is the desired automorphism of G.
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Lemma 1.3. For any cx,...,ck E G there exist sx,.. .,sn E G+ , the s,'s pairwise

disjoint and nonzero, and there exist rationals q¡¡, i= 1,... ,k, j = 1,... ,n, such that

c, = 2"=xqijSj, i = 1,... ,k. Moreover, if c\,.. .,c'k EG and s'x,... ,s'n G G+ , the s¡'s

pairwise disjoint and nonzero, such that c\ = "2"=xq¡jSj, i — l,...,k, then there is an

automorphism of G mapping c, to c'¡, i = l,...,k.

Proof. Given ci,...,ck, we indicate one reasonable choice of s ¡'s and q,/s. For

c, = ■ • • = ck — 0 take n = I, sx any nonzero element of G+ , and qiX = 0, /' =

l,...,k. Otherwise write U<=1 supp c¡ = Yx Ú • • • Ú Yn where each Yj is compact

open nonempty, and where c, r Y¡ is constant for all /' andy. Then let

*,(*) = {''  'eYp

[0,    otherwise,

and let q,¡ — c,(x) for any (all) x E Yj.

The second part of the lemma is immediate from 1.2.

Remark. Given c,,... ,ck E G we can in fact define some choice of sx,... ,sn in a

quantifier-free manner and thus argue that the k-type of c,,... ,ck in G is principal

and is given by a quantifier-free formula, although we never make full use of this.

Also, we note that 1.3 tells us that G is to-homogeneous.

Lemma 1.4. G is an existentially closed abelian l-group.

Proof. The proof is exactly that given by Glass and Pierce (Theorem 8, p. 261 of

[G-P]) for the existential closedness of C( X, R), since R can be replaced there by any

divisible totally-ordered abelian group—in the present case by Q.

We collect here some easy facts about ex. abelian /-groups.

Lemma 1.5. Let ty be an ex. abelian l-group. Then:

(i) For u E ty with u > 0 and n > 0 there exist «,,...,«„ pairwise disjoint positive

elements of6!) with u = w, + • • - + «„.

(ii) Any maximal set of pairwise disjoint positive elements of6!) is infinite.

(hi) tf) is divisible.

Proof. This is easily checked directly, but we can also use the expressibility of all

the assertions by V3 sentences true in G, hence true in any ex. 6Ù. For example, for

(ii) we note that

ßr- Vx, •••Vxn3y\y>0/\ A (x,Ay) =0

which gives (ii).

Theorem 1.6. The group G is the unique prime e.c. abelian l-group.

Proof. Let ^ be e.c. and let {/„}„<=M be any infinite set of pairwise disjoint

positive elements of ^ (which exists by 1.5(h)), and let {en}n£o E G be the set of

elements defined by

1,     xEXn,
en(x)

0,     otherwise.
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Map en to /„, n E u, to form a partial isomorphism of G into ÓD. Extend this map

to the domain of all characteristic functions of compact open sets by hsting all such

elements of G and choosing images, one-by-one, in ty via 1.5(i). The resulting map

extends uniquely to the divisible hull, using 1.5(iii), which is all of G. Thus G is

prime.

In case ^ is a substructure of G we can first choose {/„}„<=„ maximal, and then, by

working back and forth as above, we get an isomorphism between G and fy. Thus G

is unique.

Note that G is not minimal. If we write X — Y Ú Z, where Y and Z are each

homeomorphic to X, then C(Y, Q) C G but C(Y, Q) « G.

Corollary 1.7. G is a finitely generic abelian l-group.

Proof. Certainly some ex. structure is finitely generic, and since by 1.6 6 embeds

in any ex. structure, we get that G is an ex. substructure of a finitely generic model.

This imphes G is itself finitely generic (see 5.15 of [H-W]).

Remark. In [L] Lacava states without proof that a certain structure Qu is a prime

ex. model, where Qu is constructed using the unique countable ex. distributive

lattice. From this claim and 1.6 it follows that Qa is isomorphic to G, answering

affirmatively a conjecture of Glass [G]. It is hkely that Lacava had in mind an

embedding similar to ours; such an argument does prove his claim.

2. Hyperarchimedean e.c. structures. Throughout this section we assume % is a

countable hyperarchimedean (necessarily abelian) /-group satisfying (i)-(iii) of

Lemma 1.5. Our goal is to show that all such groups are finitely generic. This

converse to Theorem 1.11 of [G-P2] then characterizes the finitely generic structures

among those e.c. as exactly the hyperarchimedean ones. Also, the V3-sentences

expressing 1.5(i)-(iii) axiomatize the finitely generic (or equivalently, the e.c.)

structures among the hyperarchimedean models. Turning this around, it shows that

the finitely generic models are axiomatizable among the ex. models of the theory of

abelian /-groups, since hyperarchimedean is axiomatizable there.

Our starting point is the representation afforded any hyperarchimedean group as

a group of real-valued functions % E Ry, where the compact open sets of Y axe of

the form (supp(/i) | h E %} and provide a base for a Hausdorff topology on Y. (See

§14.1 of [B-K-W].) Because % is countable we have that Y is second countable and

regular, hence metrizable. The space Y is not compact, since by 1.5(h) any maximal

set of pairwise disjoint positive elements of % is infinite: fix one such, {fn\n E u},

with supp/„ = Yn compact open, Y — ÙneuYn.By 1.5(i), any compact open set in Y

can be divided into a disjoint union of compact open sets, hence Y is totally

disconnected and perfect. Each Yn is thus totally disconnected, perfect, compact

metric, and so is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. By scahng the values of elements

of % at each point of Y via positive real multiplication, we may assume that

fn(y)={1'   yeY"'
{0,    otherwise.
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Under this adjustment we have in DC the characteristic function of any compact

open set in Y. It follows that the restriction of any/ G DC to a compact open subset

of Y must also lie in DC.

We now fix an embedding of G into DC. Since this embedding could be given by

homeomorphisms from Xn onto Yn, we regard G E % E Rx, identifying en's and/„'s,

Xn's and y„'s. Our task is to obtain information about DC, largely from local

behavior under this representation and from properties of the embedding of G into

DC.
Notation. Given any finite subset F= {hx,...,h„} E DC we write supp F = supp h

= U{supp(A,.)|/' = 1,...,«}.

Lemma 2.1. Let S be compact open in X, t(yx,...,yn) a term of L, 0(yx,... ,yn) a

formula of L, and hx,...,hn G H. Then the sets A, — {x E X\ t(h(x)) ¥= 0}, A2 = [x

G X\ t(h(x)) = 0}, and A^ = {x E X\ R 1= 6(h(x))} each intersect S in a compact

open set.

Proof. Since t(h) G DC we have supp t(h) is compact open, and so Ax n S =

suppt(h) n S is compact open. Therefore A2C\ S = (X — suppt(h)) Pi S is also

compact open. Now 6 has an equivalent in Th(R) which is quantifier-free (see 0.2)

and in disjunctive normal form. Thus A3 is a finite union of finite intersections of

sets defined by atomic or negated atomic formulae, each of which is of the form Ax

or A2, giving that A3 D S is compact open.

Lemma 2.2. Let ax,... ,an E DC, 6(xx,.. .,xk, yx,... ,y„) a formula in L and w0 G X

such that

R t= 3jc, ■■■3xk6(xx,...,xk,ax(w0),...,an(w0)).

Then given W a compact open set containing w0, there exists W0 compact open,

w0 E W0 C W and bx,... ,bk E % with supp b E W0 such that for all w E W0,

R\=0(bx(w),...,bk(w),ax(w),...,a„(w)).

Proof. Consider A — {h(w0)\h G DC}. Since % is divisible, A is a divisible

abelian subgroup of R, hence A < R. In particular,

A N 3xx ■■■3xk0(xx,...,xk,ax(w0),...,a„(w0)),

so that A t= 6(cx,. ..,ck, ax(w0),...,an(w0)) for some cx,...,ck E A. Given W as

above, choose b¡, i — l,...,k, such that c, = ¿>,'(h>0) and let W0 = {w E W\ R ^

0(b'(w), a(w))}, Z>, = b'¡ t W0, i = 1,...,k. By 2.1, W0 is compact open; by choice of

h', and b¡ all the above conditions are met.

Lemma 2.3 (Piecing together). Let ax,...,an E DC, 6(xx,...,xk, y,,...,v„) in L,

and W nonempty compact open in X, such that for all w E W,

R 1= 3x6(x, a(w)).

Then there exist bx,...,bk G DC with supp b E W such that for all w E W,

R N e(b(w),a(w)).
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Proof. By the previous lemma we can go from any point x E W to solutions

bx,...,bk good on some compact open Wx with x E Wx E W. Since W = DxeWWX

is an open cover of W, there are xx,...,xr such that W — Wx U ■ • • U Wx. By

restricting certain of the ¿^''s to avoid overlapping supports we can find bj which

work on all of W.

Definitions. Let <p = <p(xx,... ,xk, v,,... ,y„) be a quantifier-free formula of F in

disjunctive normal form, <p = V 'i=x<p„ where (p¡ = <p,+ A p,, A ■ • • ApiB , with rjp,+ a

conjunction of equations and each p, , a single inequation. Given 1 «£ kx < ■ • • < kr

= k and -1 <y < r we define Sj = S,(<p, kx,.. .,kr) as follows:

S_x — {6 | 9 is either <p,+ or <p,+ A p, . for some /', j, 1 < /' < /, 1 <_/' < «,},

S0= | Aô/|ô/GS'_1,m>oi,

and, forO </' < r,

S,+ I = W_._l+1 ■ • • 3*^ AOAO, = 0/ or 0, = -,(?/, 0/ G Sy, m > oj,

where all the above conjunctions are irredundant, so that each S, is finite. We also

define

*i =^(9.*) = 3*i •••3**,Vx/t| + 1 ... v*^ • • ■ <p,

the formula obtained by r — 1 alternations of quantifiers, according to &, with 3

first, and \p2 as the corresponding formula beginning with universal quantifiers,

^2 = ^2(9. *) = v*i •••v^,3^, + i ■ • * 3JCfc2 • • • <p-

For A,,... ,hn G DC and w G X, define the S^-iv-local type of h as

Sr¿)={íeSr|AM(í(w))}.

In the following we see the link between "local" and "global" behavior for G and

DC.

Theorem 2.4. Given <p, k, Sr and ty as above, and given hx,...,hn E DC, c,,...,c„

G G such that for all w E X, Sr^w) = Sr^w), then for j = 1 and 2, DC t= tpj(h) if and

only if G t iPj(c).

Proof. We proceed by induction on r, the number of quantifier blocks in \¡/x or \p2.

If r = 0 then \px = \p2 = <p is quantifier-free, and the result follows readily. [One

direction: If DC N <p(/i) then DC t= <p,(/i) for some i, and so R t= <p(+ (h(w)) for all

w E X, while R t= <p,+ A p,j(h(Wj)) for some w,,...,wn G X This implies <p,+ G

-Sb,?(W) for all w G A" and yx+ A pfJ G S0-(Wj), j = 1,...,«„ by hypothesis. Thus

G N <p,(c) and so G N qp(c) as desired.]

Now suppose r > 0 and 6 N «/^(c), where ^(c) = 3x, • • • 3xk 4>'i(X\>- ■ -,xk , c).

Then there exist dx,...,dk¡E G such that G N 4>'x(d, c). Let

W= supp{dx,...,dk¡,cx,...,c„,hx,...,hn}.
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For each w E W define

°w = °ï,w= A {a{x\,---,xk¡,y)\R N a(¿>(H'),c(M')),whereaor-,a ES,-,}.

Note that 3xx ■ ■ ■ 3xkow G Sr^w) and that o^w is the conjunction of the set of

formulae Sr_ xj^w) associated with the formula

v(Ä+i.---.Ä+t1.**I+i.---»*t2.^i»---»Ä).

the tuple k2,...,kr, the tuple <? r> c, and the point w.

Using 2.1 we know that for each w E W, {« G W\R N ow(d(u), c(u))} is com-

pact open and contains w. We choose ox,...,om and Wx,...,Wm such that W —

Wx i) ■ • ■ Ù Wm, o¡ — ow for each w E W¡, W¡ compact open. Also for each w E W„

R N 3xx • • • 3xk¡o¿(xx,...,xki, c(w)), hence 3xx ■ ■ ■ 3xk¡o¡ E Sr^w), and so by hy-

pothesis 3xx ■ ■ ■ 3xk o, G Srjj(w), hence R N 3xx ■ ■ ■ 3xk o¡(xx,.. .,xk, h(w)).

Applying 2.3 we get /{'>,...,/£> with suppi/}0,...,/^»} Ç W, such that R t=

o,(l^\w),.. .,lff(w), h(w)) for all w G W¡. Now let l] = l)X) + •■■ +/jm>, j =

l,...,kx. Then Sr_xp~.j^) = Sr_xju^w) for all w E W, hence for all w E X. By

induction, then, G N \p[(d, c) implies DC N \p[(l, h), and so DC 1= \pi(h).

Now suppose G N \l*2(c), where t//2 = Vx, ■ • • \fxk¡\¡/2(xx,.. .,xk, c).We must verify

DC 1= i>2(h); i.e., for any lx,...,lk< E DC that DC 1= ̂(lx,...,lk¡, h). To do this we

proceed as above, using the fact that Q -< R, to produce a tuple dx,...,dk¡ in G

bearing the same relationship to c as / does to h. (Since functions in G axe locally

constant, we do not use 2.1 and 2.3 in this case, and it is less complex.)

The other direction is analogous, with "DC N yp2(h) implies G N \^2(c)" being the

more complicated of the two cases.

Corollary 2.5. Th((3) = Th(DC) = Tf, the finite forcing companion of the theory

of abelian l-groups.

Proof. Immediate.

Now we are prepared to prove the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.6. Any hyperarchimedean l-group satisfying 1.5(i)-(iii) is finitely generic.

Proof. It suffices to prove that any countable hyperarchimedean /-group DC

satisfying 1.5(i)-(iii) is finitely generic, since this implies that all countable elemen-

tary substructures of an arbitrary DC' as above are finitely generic, hence DC' is itself

finitely generic.

We verify the following criterion for finite genericity of DC (see [S] for this

formulation):

(*) Given hx,. ..,hnE% and a formula ty(yx,. ■ ■ ,y„) of L such that DC N <//(/i),

there is an existential formula 6(yx,...,yn) such that

(i)DCN 6(h) and
(ii) Tf 1= Vy(0(y) - My)).

Let hx,...,hn E DC. Without loss of generality we assume hx,...,hn E DC+ and

that \p( v,,... ,y„) is in prenex normal form, beginning with 3:

^(^i >•••>>'„) =3x, ••■3xkVxki+] ■■■Vxki---(p(xx,...,xk,yx,...,yn).
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Consider, as before, the set of local types {Sr¡Jiw) \ w E X}. For each w E W —

supp h, define 0W = ASr¡k,w). Now choose tw such that hx(w),... ,A, (w) axe linearly

independent over Q, and h, +x(w),.. .,hn(w) are dependent on hx(w),.. .,h,(w)

over Q. Denote by Gy = Gj(zx,... ,ztJ E Q[z] the polynomials such that h¿(w) =

Gj(hx(w),...,htj^w)), j = tw+ l,...,n. (Here we choose to ignore the necessary

rearrangements of h ¡'s, to avoid notational chaos.) By the Rectangle Lemma applied

to A,(w),...,A,J>) and

o: = ew{y^--.,ytw,Glw+l(y),...,Gn(y))

we find q2x, qX2,...,q,wA, q,w¡2 E Q such that hx(w)qjX < hj(w) < hx(w)qj2, 2 <j

*£ tw, and such that for any $,,... ,st E R with sx > 0 and sxqjX < s¡ < sxqj2 for

2 <j ** K, we have R N 6Jv(sx,...,s,J. Now let

tÂy\>• • • >yn) =   A ?,*,,, < v,. < v,^.2  a (y, > o) a

and let Ww = {x E W\Rt \pw(hx(x),.. .,hn(x))}. Then Ww is compact open, by

2.1,  and is  nonempty since w E Ww.  Thus we write   W= Uivew,W/H,= Wx Ù

• • • Ú Wm as usual, further cutting back WJs as necessary for disjointness, to get

each Wj a nonempty compact open subset of some Ww, with \p¡ — tpw. Let

0(/) = 3v,7       A A      (y,jAy,r = 0)A
\   1 </,!"<«   1 «/</'««

n    I m \ m \

A Ahf= 2 viy    A A *.(,„..j,)   .
i=i \        y=i     /     y=i /

Certainly DC 1= 0(A), with A,r W$ taken for j(>. To see that Tf H V/(0(>O -> My)),

hence verifying (*), we check that G N Vy(0(y) -> 4>(y)) and use the fact that

F'=Th(6).
Let cx,...,cn E G such that G t= 0(c), and let c,7 G 6be elements which work asj,7

in 0. Let F, = supp{cly,.. .,cnj},j — l,...,m, and note that Ty n Y y — 0 foxj =£j'.

Let g: X -> X be a homeomorphism sending Y^. onto H^, 7:= 1,. ..,m, and let

c{,... ,c'„ be the images of c,,...,c„ under the automorphism of G induced by g. Then

by choice of the 6w's and ^w's we have—for each w E W, hence for each w E X—that

Sr,h[w) = ^r,c,(w).

Therefore by 2.4 we have G t= M?'), hence 6 N if(c), as desired.

Corollary 2.7. Any hyperarchimedean e.c. l-group is finitely generic.

Proof. Immediate from 1.5 and 2.6.

As an immediate corollary we have a generalization of a conjecture of Glass and

Pierce [G-P2] concerning the finite genericity of C(X, R). Recall that for A any
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divisible totally ordered abelian subgroup of R (with discrete topology) we denote by

C( A", A) the /-group of all continuous functions with compact support from X to A.

Corollary 2.8. All groups of the form C(X, A) are finitely generic.

Proof. Again, the proof of Theorem 8 of [G-P] applies to A as well as R, giving

that C(A", A) is existentially closed. (Alternately, it is an easy check that 1.5(i)-(iii)

hold for C(X, A).) Since C(X, A) is hyperarchimedean (all proper prime subgroups

are zero sets, hence maximal), the corollary follows from 2.7.

Our description of finitely generic models also enables us to prove the following

embedding result:

Corollary 2.9. Any hyperarchimedean l-group can be embedded in a finitely

generic abelian l-group.

Proof. Let 6E be hyperarchimedean. By 2.6 it suffices to find £ D <$-, ¿E hyperarchi-

medean and satisfying 1.5(ii)-(iii). Let &_x be the divisible hull of 6E and let

($0 = &_x © G. For each; > 0 choose 6^+, D &■ such that âJ+l*> &j © &p with each

a E &j corresponding to a © a in &j © 6Lf Then let & = UJetßj. Each element of 6E,

is a sum of n disjoint elements in &J+n, and so 1.5(i) holds, while 1.5(i)-(iii) remain

in force from &0 on. Each &, is hyperarchimedean, hence ¿E is, and we have the

desired extension of &.

3. Examples. Not all hyperarchimedean /-groups are representable as finite range

real-valued functions. It therefore follows from 2.9 that not all finitely generic

groups can be thus represented. We choose nonetheless to construct a specific group,

one which is Q-generated over Q by two elements. Example 1.13 in [G-P2], of a

hyperarchimedean ex. not thus representable is unfortunately incorrect (their group

as stated is representable as finite range functions).

We start with G = C(X, Q) as above and divide each Xn into disjoint Cantor sets,

X„ = Yn Ù Z„, with X = ÙneuXn. We define 1, b G Qx as follows:

.,   ,       Í 1,     x G Y„ for some n,
l(x) =

[ 0,    otherwise,

and

',   xe y,
b(x)

[ 0,      otherwise,

where mn G Q is chosen so that | irn - tt \< 10"" for the real tt, ttx <tt2< • • • <tt.

Now take % to be the divisible hull of the group generated by S U {l,b}. Any

element of % can be written uniquely as c + qx\ + q2b, where c E&,qx,q2 E Q.

Example 3.1. The group % is finitely generic and is not representable as a group

of real-valued functions with finite range.

Proof. First we describe the proper prime subgroups of <$: those of G axe the zero

sets1^ - {fEG\f(x) = 0}, where x E A (see [G-P]). Let 2-be a proper prime in ®.

Then â n G is prime, hence S n G is either G itself or some c$x. We claim that G is

maximal in %, so that 2 D G = G implies 2 - G. For let d E <& - G, d - c + qx\ +

q2b, where qx and q2 axe rationals, not both zero, and c EG. Then the convex
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subgroup generated by {qx\ + q2b} U G is ®, because qx\ + q2b is bounded away

from zero on all but at most one Ym. Thus 2=6.

Now suppose 2 n G = %. We claim 2 = 2X = {/ G <S |/(jc) = 0}. Let / G %.

Choose f0 E % E 2 such that either / — /„ G <S + or /0 - / G <$ + , say the former.

Let S be a compact set containing x, and define g E C+ such that

g(w)=ll<     wES>
6V   '      [0,    otherwise.

Then (/-/0)Ag£ (B+ and ((/-/0) A g)(x) = 0, hence (f - f0) A g E % E 2.

But g g 9>x = 2 n G, hence g G 2, so / - f0 G 2 and thus / G 2. This shows

2X E 2; it is easy to see that Glx is maximal in %, hence 2 = 2X.

Thus the proper prime subgroups of % are G and the 2x's. In particular, all proper

primes are maximal, and % is hyperarchimedean.

It is a routine check that "$ satisfies 1.5(i)-(iii), hence is finitely generic by 2.6.

To see that 9> cannot be represented as a group of functions with finite range, note

that for each n,

l=lÍe,Al)+d„,       b=Z(e,Ab) + d>
\i=i / i=i

where dn A e, = d'n A e¡ = 0 for i < n, and where e, A 1, e¡ A b, dn, d'n E <$. Since

e, A b = TT¡(e¡ A 1) and there are infinitely many such tt], at least one of b and 1

must take on infinitely many values in any representation.

Example 3.2. There exist 2N° countable finite generic abelian /-groups.

Proof. The groups C(X, Q © Qa) for a E A, A a set of algebraically independent

irrationals, are all nonisomorphic, as indicated in [G-P]. By 2.8, each such group is

finitely generic.

We note that the number of nonelementarily equivalent ex. abelian /-groups is not

known to us.

Added in proof. Françoise Point has given an alternate treatment of the results

of §2, via quantifier-elimination in an expanded language (to appear).
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